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Abstract. Driven by an unparalleled advance in network infrastructure
support as well as a boom in the number of interconnected personal
communication, computation and storage devices, the modern mobile
customer experience has become increasingly compelling. Traditional
barriers between the roles of information consumer and producer have
disappeared. Users increasingly produce and distribute valuable and of-
ten personal content such as pictures and free or purchased copyrighted
media. It becomes essential to enable user-level DRM controls for content
access, data integrity and rights management.

In this presentation we will overview the design and implementation
of a a personal digital rights management system for mobile devices. The
Personal DRM Manager enables user-defined ORCON-type controls for
personal content originating in a cell phone or other mobile device. Users
can transparently define, generate, package and migrate content licenses
between mobile devices on-demand. Networked cellular devices cooperate
in the enforcement mechanisms.

Design. Main user-land components include: license generation, content pack-
aging, secure networking over both blue-tooth and 802.11, and compliant content
rendering. A device can naturally act as both sender and recipient. Additionally,
we developed a public key infrastructure to allow devices to be both uniquely
identified and to allow for session key exchanges with forward security.

We demonstrate the main features of our system, involving a set of live E680i
GSM devices. A subset of the devices will generate content and transparently as-
sociate both state-full and state-less use licenses with the newly generated content.
We will illustrate scenarios ranging from simple use-counters (this content cannot
beplayedmore thanNtimes) tomorecomplexconditional licenses suchas (this con-
tentcanbeaccessedonlybetweenOctober7thandOctober9that full resolutionand
down-sampled to 56KBps otherwise). Additionally, we will discuss a few of the de-
sign choices for both the enforcement and the secure network hand-shake protocols.
E680i Platform. The Motorola E680i is a multi-feature palm-size embedded-
linux based cell phone with direct MPEG4 video capture and playback, a real-
time 3D sound engine and 3D stereo speakers, an integrated MP3 player, a large
capacity internal memory of up to 2GBytes, a removable SD memory card slot,
a 240 x 320 color screen, and an integrated VGA camera with 8x zoom.
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